Differences between carotid wall morphological phenotypes measured by ultrasound in one, two and three dimensions.
Ultrasound measurements are both surrogate markers and risk factors for atherosclerosis end points. Carotid intima-media thickness (IMT) is most commonly used, but ultrasound can also define structures in higher spatial dimensions, such as total plaque area (TPA) and total plaque volume (TPV). Because there are minimal data regarding the relationship between IMT, TPA and TPV, we measured these variables in 272 Oji-Cree subjects. We found pairwise correlations for IMT:TPA, IMT:TPV and TPA:TPV of 0.507, 0.588 and 0.846, respectively (transformed variables, all P <0.0001). In a subset of 168 subjects with complete cardiovascular risk factor data, we performed multivariate regression analysis to identify sources of variation for IMT, TPA and TPV. We found that the ultrasound traits showed different correlations with individual cardiovascular risk factors. In particular, IMT was significantly associated with hypertension, TPA with smoking and plasma cholesterol, and TPV with diabetes. Therefore, these ultrasound measures of carotid artery morphology, while somewhat correlated, likely represent distinctive quantitative traits with different biological determinants, as underscored by different risk factor associations in the multivariate regression analysis. Because the measurements have different implications and determinants, investigators might need to be selective about the particular measurements they choose for specific applications.